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QUESTION 1

When writing specifications, one should: 

A. neither link them to a requirement nor provide enough detail so they may be implemented 

B. link them to a requirement but leave the details to be completed during construction 

C. not link them to a requirement but provide enough detail so they can be implemented 

D. link them to a requirement and provide enough detail so they can be implemented. 

Correct Answer: D 

(http://www.pega.com/sites/pega.com/files/deliveryatpega2013.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 2

In a DCO session, which role is typically responsible for deriving test cases from the requirements? 

A. System Architect 

B. Moderator 

C. Process Owner 

D. QA Representative 

E. Business Architect 

Correct Answer: E 

(http://www.floridajobs.org/PDG/ITProject/PegaResponseFINAL.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 3

An iterative implementation methodology allows for: 

A. teams able to work collaboratively 

B. teams able to quickly add requirements 

C. more frequent changes in project scope 

D. the frequent release of smaller, operational releases 

Correct Answer: D 

(http://www.lifecyclestep.com/browse/462.0RADLifecycle.htm) 
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QUESTION 4

Prep and Reviewstyle DCO sessions are typically conducted in 5 stages as shown below. 

Which stages are considered iterative; you move back and forth between them until all specifications are approved? 

A. Post, Playback and Approvals 

B. Session, Post and Playback C. Post and Playback 

D. Prep, Session and Playback 

E. All stages are iterative 

Correct Answer: E 

(http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:HGRTpOYP5NQJ:https://pdn.pe ga.com/implementation-
methodology-dco/using-pega-bpm-with- prpc+andcd=7andhl=enandct=clnkandgl=in) 

 

QUESTION 5

Select the role that typically has decision authority in a DCO session. 

A. Process Owner or Subject Matter Expert 

B. Business Architect 

C. Testing Representative 

D. System Architect 

E. Moderator 

Correct Answer: A 

(http://www.pega.com/sites/pega.com/files/deliveryatpega2013.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 6

All DCO sessions, regardless of the type, follow the same basic pattern: Review, Elaborate, Playback. If the prototype of
one or more specifications is not approved in the Playback stage, what should the development team do? 

A. Make the necessary changes, and seek approval during the Playback. 

B. Return to the Elaborate stage and incorporate the feedback, then conduct another Playback. 

C. Schedule a new DCO Session and begin the pattern of Review, Elaborate and Playback again. 
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D. Add the issues as parking lot items to be completed before UAT. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://www.pega.com/sites/pega.com/files/deliveryatpega2013.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement best describes Enterprise Planning in the Scrum methodology? 

A. We develop both long and short-term strategies to deliver significant business value in short increments. 

B. We construct the architectural components that comprise the foundation. 

C. We determine the scope of the first project and set up the product backlog. 

D. The team selects the highest-priority user stories from the backlog. 

E. We define the standards that will be used to guide the project through completion. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:nRAje- 4CnfQJ:https://pdn.pega.com/implementation-
methodology-dco/using-pega-scrum-with- prpc+andcd=1andhl=enandct=clnkandgl=in) 

 

QUESTION 8

In aPrep and Reviewstyle DCO session, when should the scope of the review be limited to only those feedback items
captured in a previous session? 

A. Feedback items should only be reviewed in the Playback stage. 

B. All specifications should be reviewed until the Approvals stage to help the business users maintain context. 

C. Feedback items should always be moved to a separate DCO session. 

D. Feedback items should be reviewed in either the Post or Playback stage, whichever is most convenient. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://soapower.com/IBMBPM/Whitepapers/IBM-BPM-Analyst-Report-on-IBM-vs- Pega.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 9

Project Governance: (Select three.) 

A. provides a strong level of interaction and support between various organizational divisions 

B. ensures compliance with Pega Guardrails 

C. is established during Vision Definition or Inception and continues throughout the project. 
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D. focuses on raising issues early and resolving them in a timely manner 

E. covers the people, processes and tools that each project employs to guarantee quality. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

(http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:iOeBrEphjWcJ:www.pega.com/i nsights/articles/delivering-
vision-power-multi-level- governance+andcd=1andhl=enandct=clnkandgl=in) 

 

QUESTION 10

In a Scrum methodology, which sentence below represents the correct form a user story should be written in? 

A. The value this provides will be made possible by building this . 

B. As a , I want to be able to , so I can . 

C. I want to be able to in my so I can do my job. 

D. An should be able to do the following . 

Correct Answer: B 

(https://www.scrumalliance.org/community/articles/2010/april/new-to-user-stories) 
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